The exceptional symmetries of supergravity have been reproduced from the Hamiltonian formulation of the classical mechanics of F-theory. We now find the Lagrangian formalism has even larger exceptional symmetries, simplifying its derivation: We discuss D = 5 as an example.
Introduction
F-theory is a proposal to make STU-duality (at least) as manifest on the entire string (not just supergravity) as T-duality is in ordinary string theory (i.e., visible in the first-quantized action). F-theory, M(embrane)-theory, T(-duality)-theory [1, 2] , and S(tring)-theory are related [3] by spontaneous symmetry breaking, reducing the dimensions of both spacetime (D) and the worldvolume (d), and the manifest symmetry, in "unitary" gauges for the "section"
conditions. (The section conditions that reduce F-theory to M-, T-, or S-theory result from replacing some of the currents in the constraints with their zero-modes, acting on functions or their products.) Dualities can mix the eliminated worldvolume dimensions with retained ones, hence exchanging strings with branes. The worldvolume "field strengths" of the spacetime coordinates of F-theory satisfy a selfduality condition [4] [5] [6] ; the resulting version of S-theory has double the spacetime coordinates, each satisfying worldsheet (anti)selfduality [7] [8] [9] . 2 ); for F-theory it is various generalizations, related to doubling the size of the covering group of the Lorentz group. The F-symmetry is expected to persevere in "covariant" gauges, generalizing the conformal gauge in S-theory, where section conditions are applied only on external states via Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin [10] .
One interesting way in which F-theory differs from standard S-theory is that the Lorentz symmetry of spacetime acts directly on the worldvolume coordinates, not just the spacetime coordinates. This is an analog of extended worldsheet supersymmetry in the Ramond-NeveuSchwarz formalism for superstrings [11] (describing maximally supersymmetric spacetime theories that are selfdual and have critical dimension D = 4 [12] [13] [14] [15] ), where the R-symmetry of the spacetime supersymmetry algebra is equated with the R-symmetry of the worldsheet superVirasoro algebra. (In the latter theories the corresponding R-symmetry currents are quadratic in the fermionic worldvolume "fields".)
In this paper we solve a problem encountered in earlier treatments of the worldvolume Lagrangian (L) formalism of F-theory: We find a larger Lagrangian symmetry of the world-volume theory ("F-symmetry") which includes as subgroups not only the "Lorentz" symmetry of the Lagrangian, but also the exceptional group symmetry of the Hamiltonian (H)
formalism. This new grouping of exceptional groups not only better unifies the L and H formalisms, but allows us to give for the first time a manifestly covariant formulation of the D = 5 L formalism.
Exceptional Lagrangian symmetries 2.1 F-symmetry
When constructing a fully covariant L formalism, it will prove economical to consider an "off-shell" group "F" containing as (the previously described) subgroups both the symmetry "L" of the Lagrangian and the exceptional symmetry "G" of the bosonic spacetime coordinates of the Hamiltonian. L and "H" are Wick rotations of the maximal compact subgroups of F and G, up to Abelian factors. (E.g., SL(n) ⊃ SO(n), SO(n,n) ⊃ SO(n) 2 . These are also the cosets used for gravity and T-theory, respectively.) exceptional tangent
The exceptional symmetries F and G act only on the bosons. The "tangent-space" symmetries L of the Lagrangian and H of the Hamiltonian apply to the fermions, and to the bosons as subgroups of F and G. (The classical group H is related to the covering group of the spacetime Lorentz group with doubled argument. L follows from it by dropping the Sp/SO constraint if there, doubling the group otherwise.) The coset G/H describes a generalization of gravity for the background fields.
The F group's Dynkin diagram is the G group's with an extra node on the "short" leg.
Thus increasing the rank by 1 adds τ to the worldvolume coordinates. (Underlining indicates the growth from H ⊂ L; thus σ = (τ, σ).)
(Equivalently, by flipping the E 7 Dynkin diagram, the series for F and G correspond to changing its length on different legs.) Thus F D ⊃ F D−1 by killing a node on one end, but ⊃ G D on the other. In this notation, the rank of G D = E D+1 is D+1, while the rank of F D is D+2. This is the sense is which S-theory in D dimensions corresponds to M-theory in D+1
dimensions and F-theory in D+2 dimensions.
The field equations of the bosons are selfduality equations, a generalization of those of and magnetic (axial) 4-vector potentials. Selfduality can be written entirely with "curved" GL(4) ("m") and E 7 ("m ′ ", 56) indices as
where C m ′ n ′ is the E 7 -invariant Sp(56) metric and and E 7 → SU(8) comes from the vacuum values of the 2 types of symmetric metric g mn (gravity) and g m ′ n ′ (scalars), or from the fact they are required to be group elements. Alternatively, we can manifest the local SO(3,1) and SU(8) by using "flat" indices:
where the 2 types of vielbein are elements of the cosets GL(4)/SO(3,1) (e a m ) and E 7 /SU (8) (e a ′ m ′ ), and the flat metrics η are symmetric, invariant tensors of SO(3,1) and SU(8) (for the 56 → 28 + 28). Selfduality can then be expressed as
Thus there are 56 independent vectors off shell, but only 28 on, corresponding to the fact that there are 28 states with helicity +1 and 28 with −1. This is analogous to the doubled- 
Cases
The well-understood cases of these symmetries are:
where D is the number of spacetime dimensions, while d is the number of worldvolume dimensions, including τ . (The ?'s may be infinite dimensional. "τ " refers to breaking by going from L → H formalism. "|0 " is breaking by the vacuum value of the background in the equations of motion, as generated by selfduality in the L formalism or the Hamiltonian in its formalism.) Note that G×GL(1) ⊂ F, where GL(1) is related to τ . Also, L always includes a GL(1).
The dimensions of these groups satisfy
(For the last, we need to impose selfduality of the worldvolume for D = 5, so 56 → 28: See
[H] This leads to identities such as
These F groups are the same, up to Wick rotation, as the exceptional groups for 4D N-extended supergravity for various N, where N = 2 + the D of F (and N = 7 is equivalent
This is apparently related to the "disintegration triangle" [16] .
Representations
We find the representations of important quantities (mostly) from (2.1b): worldvolume derivatives ∂ (of number d), spacetime coordinates X, their gauge parameter λ and field strength F , and worldvolume sectioning V, (2) ("0" λ is a constant, for a global symmetry of scalars.)
Here the chains of representations take the form However, the field equations break the symmetry F → L (as well as breaking G → H):
The F-selfdual representations F need to be separated into the L-selfdual and L-antiselfdual representations F (±) . For higher dimensions the worldvolume coordinates initially will receive a doubling for the same reason, since their naive L-representations are already chiral.
The branching for this symmetry breaking F → L is:
On the other hand, reduction to the H formalism separates out τ , breaking F → G (as well as breaking L → H):
where for X we have separated the "Lagrange multiplier" X τ , corresponding to the primary gauge parameters (compare the λ column) and dual to the Gauss constraints U, from the "physical" X σ , corresponding to the dual of the selfdual half of the field strengths (compare the F column).
The previous treatment [17] was incomplete: Gauge invariances of the gauge invariances were ignored. These are necessary for a covariant L formalism. They already appear in Ttheory for spacetime gauge transformations as a result of S sectioning. This is a consequence of the fact that the 2-form time components do not have simply δB 0i = . λ i , but also a term −∂ i λ 0 for Lorentz covariance, which introduces a new gauge invariance of the gauge invariance δλ a = ∂ aλ , whereλ effectively cancels λ 0 . Thus λ has additional components not seen from X τ .
The splitting of F under L and G isn't the same: Under G it's into τ and σ pieces, but under L it's into selfdual and antiselfdual pieces, which are the sum and difference of the τ and σ pieces:
(η 0 is a metric that breaks G → H; but it's absorbed into the definition of the momenta P conjugate to X σ in the H formalism, restoring G symmetry.)
D ≤ 4
We first translate previous results for lower dimensions D = 0-4 [4] [5] [6] , which were already in L-covariant form, into F-covariant form. This does not require the introduction of any new representations nor the enlargement of any old ones, only the recognition that all the L representations used previously can be combined into F ones. We have there the approximate correspondence (ignoring Abelian factors, and the "internal" SL(2) for D = 2) 
D = 5 4.1 Lagrangian approach
The use of F-symmetry allows us to easily complete the L formalism for D = 5, which in [17] was described only in G-covariant language. From (2.1b) we identify F A as the same representation 56 of F-symmetry E 7 as ∂ A , while X A is in the adjoint 133, and λ A is a 912. (The latter two index conventions will apply for just this subsection.) The form of the gauge transformations and field strength then follow from just inserting the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan-Wigner coefficients:
( is also the 56 matrix representation of the generators of the Lie algebra, with adjoint index raised by the Sp(56) metric.) Gauge invariance of F follows from the V constraint and algebraic identity for this case
(The latter equation can be proven, e.g., by breaking E 7 →U*(8): See Appendix A.)
Reduction to Hamiltonian
As noted earlier (2.10), on reducing F → L F A branches into selfdual and anti-selfdual halves, while under F → G it splits into its τ and σ halves; one division is the sum and difference of the other.
A similar doubling occurs for ∂ A because of its chirality after reduction, which for lower D was eliminated by selfduality using a 4-index Levi-Civita tensor, but is now resolved using part of the V constraint.
Furthermore, we can directly identify F τ with P of the H formalism, so the reduction from L to H formalism can be made directly in terms of F → G. For example, we can represent the branching for
(where the subscripts indicate the GL(1) of E 6(+6) × GL(1) ⊂ E 7(7) ) in matrix notation as
where X a , X a , and X A are the 27, 27 ′ , and 78 (adjoint) of E 6 . (Coefficients that are not merely conventional, for the E 7 adjoint representation, are determined by the commutation relations in Appendix B.
A a b are the 27 representation of the E 6 generators.) Using also the Sp(56) metric
to raise/lower indices (e.g., ∂ A = ∂ B C BA ), we can then decompose the equation
Similarly we can find the components of V, which is the same representation as X, by considering X AB ∂ A ∂ B = X AB V AB , and separating the coefficients of the components of X:
We can partially solve V AB = 0 as
(Or we might impose selfduality for ∂, yielding the same result, in addition to V. See the discussion of the identity (2.5c).) Then we identify
14)
The surviving terms in F A are then
where
Here X a appears as the usual "physical" part of X AB , while X a and X A are the usual Lagrange multipliers for Gauss's law.
On the other hand, the "scalar" X is something new: It appears as physical, and so not a gauge field, in P (with a ∂ τ ), and so can't be a gauge field in P a . (The complete gauge transformations can be found in Appendix C, as derived from (4.1).) However, the corresponding selfduality condition is F (−) = P −0 = 0, so it can be eliminated. Similarly, its apparent "Gauss law" ∂ a P a = 0 is already implied by the other selfduality condition, using the V constraint. What's left then agrees with the results of [17] for D = 5.
F → M
Solving the S constraint d abc F b F c = 0 gives us the reduction F → M. Following the decomposition of E 6 → SL(6) ⊗ SL(2), we have:
Now using "a" for an SL(6) "vector" index and "i" for SL(2), the section condition is then split into:
and a copy with the operators P ab ,P a i being replaced by their zero mode. We can pick a gauge in which only P a 1 survives. Since the worldvolume index lives in the representation 27 ′ , the world volume section constraint splits in a similar way. This gives us the field strengths
The Gauss constraint now looks like:
F → T
Solving the Gauss constraint (∂ a P b ) 78 = 0 and the remaining worldvolume section con- Therefore, in terms of O(5,5) group notation (scalar s, spinor α , vector a, and η ab ,C αβ for contraction if needed), we can rewrite our constraints as:
It is easy to check that picking a gauge with ∂ α , ∂ a = 0 solves the first set of equations.
Applying them on the second set tells us that only the vectors P a survive. Then the remaining currents (selfdual field strengths) are:
and the remaining Virasoro constraint is:
which is the standard algebra for T-theory.
Conclusions
We plan to consider the coupling of massless background fields in the Lagrangian formalism in a future paper; previously (even in T-theory) it was possible to manifest all the symmetries of the background only in the Hamiltonian approach. There is the related question of how this coupling disentangles itself from that of the worldvolume metric, which had similar problems in the Lagrangian approach: Unlike S-theory, the two kinds of metric carry related indices.
These and other questions lead us to consider "zeroth-quantization" in terms of a space that bears the same relation to the worldvolume that the worldvolume does to spacetime.
(Early papers on zeroth-quantization of string theory [18] [19] [20] [21] also involved selfdual theories [12] [13] [14] [15] .) There are a number of reasons why this might be expected or preferable as a starting point for formulating F-theory:
(1) There is the analogy of V (worldvolume) sectioning to S (spacetime) sectioning. As the onset of V constraints is with higher dimensions of F-theory, while the other constraints start from D = 1, there is the suggestion that the constraints might be simpler in zerothquantization than in first. The "metric" for the S constraint is dual to that appearing with the central charge term in the current algebra, suggesting a similar role for V in defining a zeroth-quantized current algebra.
(2) The introduction of zeroth-quantized ghosts [10] (fermionic partners for σ) may be necessary to quantize in a way that higher symmetries are preserved in quantum calculations (except for unitary gauges for external polarizations in S-matrices). 
A Matrix algebra
Much of the GL (or U or U*) group theory can be done more conveniently by matrix methods than by manipulation of indices on Kronecker δ's. For purposes of the next few paragraphs we'll treat A as the index for a general matrix, while S is that for a symmetric matrix, and A antisymmetric, so
Using elements M of a matrix basis we write, in terms of defining-representation ("spinor") indices α,
where the (anti)symmetrization of indices is used only as a reminder of the symmetry and
where "A" labels which matrix and "B" labels which component of that matrix, necessarily also decomposed into spinor indices to make it a matrix and not a vector.
Using " " to indicate the supertrace we have, for arbitrary matrices N, P, Q, R, identities such as
As an example, we give a derivation of the identity (4.4)
where is symmetric in its two 56 indices because (see, e.g., [22] )
We do this by breaking E 7(7) → U*(8), proving it for one of the resulting equations using U*(8) matrix methods, then concluding that the full identity applies by E 7(7) symmetry. The trace on the index D can be taken as on a general matrix 1 + 63, since the singlet piece won't contribute to β. Then has only (28)(28 ′ ) and (28 ′ )(28) pieces (to always contract up indices with down), which are transposes (without sign, by the full 's symmetry), while β has only (28)(36 ′ ). This case of the identity to be proven then reduces to simply
which follows from relating the former term to the latter by transposition. (The 28's are antisymmetric, while the 36 is symmetric.)
B Normalization factors
The weight factors appearing in the group decomposization can be determined by comparing the closure of our ansatz. Since there is an overall arbitrariness when defining the variables, we can normalize our components as
Then we can compute the commutator [X, Y ] = Z, and write the expression for Z:
The result can be read off: α = 3, β = γ = 1.
In evaluating this commutator we have used the projection operator decomposition of 27 ⊗ 27 ′ . The fundamental identity required for D = 5 bosonic F-theory in H E 6 notation is the Springer relation (27 is dual to 27 ′ , while 78 is selfdual, so the metric η AB and its inverse exist.)
C Gauge parameters
Breaking the 912 of E 7 into representations of E 6 , we have: 
After applying the solution of the worldvolume section condition, we are left with:
As a check, we can evaluate the gauge transformation of the field strengths and indeed they are invariant, up to the remaining worldvolume section d abc ∂ b ∂ c = 0.
